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I. INTRODUCTION
H.264/AVC is the latest international video coding standard, which has been developed by ITU-T and ISO/IEC [1] . It has been widely adopted in many related video communication aspects and has greatly improved the compression ratio and video quality. H.264/AVC has three kinds of levels: Baseline profiles, Main profiles and Extended profiles. Main profiles are mainly adopted to improve image quality and compression ratio; Extended profiles are applied to networking video streaming transmission. Baseline profiles are used in a wide range of small size equipments with low complexity and low power consumption.
In the Baseline profiles of H.264/AVC, Context-based Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC) as an entropy coding tool is used to decode residual blocks. It increases the compression ratio and video quality, but at the same time, it also increases power consumption and hardware cost of the decoder. As we all know, table look up is a very power-consuming operation, which consumes most power of CAVLC decoder.Since lookingup variable length tables need to occupy about 96.6% time and consume amount of memory access of the entire CAVLC decoding in CAVLC decoding [2] , It could seriously affect the efficiency of CAVLC decoding. During the process of CAVLC decoding, CAVLC decoding needs to decode five syntax elements. Three in five syntax elements, Coeff_token, Run_before and Total_zeros, need be decoded by looking up the variable length tables, while the rest of them, Level and sign of TrailingOnes(T1s), are decoded by the regular arithmetic operations without using the looking-up of variable length tables. So a lot of table look-up time and memory access will be required to find desired codewords from variable length tables and great mount of storage space will be required to store these variable length tables. In this paper, table memory access refers the memory access spent in looking up variable length tables. Table look up  time refers the looking up time of variable length tables,  and table storage space refers the storage space of storing  variable length tables. It is well known that table look-up  time and table look-up memory access and table storage space are three important performance and bottleneck in embedded systems especially for small-size multimedia applications [3] .In order to reduce the memory access or save the table look-up time, many optimized decoding methods have been developed.
In the hardware design level, Heng et al. [3] merged all  codeword tables into one table and organized the table  into sub-tables to reduce memory access and table look up time, reducing 40% power consumption. Lee et al. [4] proposed pipelined architecture to save the operation frequency greatly, saving memory access and table lookup time. Wang et al. [5] presents a novel low-cost highperformance CAVLC decoder for H.264/AVC, which could greatly improve CAVLC decoding speed. Huang et al. [6] proposed a decoder based on CMOS and FPGA technology which reduced power consumption by 44-48% more than previous low-power CAVLD schemes.
In the software design level, some general table lookup methods, such as TLSS (Table Look-up by Sequential  Search),TLBS (Table Look-up by Binary Search), have  been required to decode CAVLC. However, the TLSS  needs a great amount of memory access and a lot of table look-up time to spend in every decoded codeword due to  complete table look-up for the desired codeword. The  TLBS can improve table look-up speed, but because of its random memory access, it doesn't behave efficiently in some systems. In Moon's method, a new VLDs based on integer arithmetic operations for Run_before and Total_zeros are proposed, which can reduce some table look-up time and reduce about 65%-88% memory access [7] . Lu et al. [8] proposed a entropy decode algorithm which can decrease about 75.1%-82.7% time than the original algorithm in the H.264 reference software. Lee et al. [9] developed a new codeword structures, a lookingup tables and searching methods for the CAVLC syntax elements and achieved about 90% memory access savings. But Lee's method still need to look up some tables, which caused some memory access consumption. In Kim's method, some other integer arithmetic operations are proposed, which can reduce about 94% memory access, at the same time, it improved greatly table look-up speed [10] .In this work [11] , Uchihara et al. proposed a fast skip scheme of CAVLC level code, which can reduce 70% of CAVLC level code skip And In the paper [12] , in order to reduce decoding time, they presented a proposal for an efficient software CAVLC decoder architecture in H.264/AVC based on level length extraction (LLE),which achieved 22% faster decoding speed and 38% faster decoder compared with the conventional method.
In this paper, we propose a high efficient The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the principle and complexity analysis of CAVLC decoding are introduced. The proposed decoding method is presented in Section 3. And the simulation results of proposed scheme compared with existing methods are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we give some conclusions.
II. THE PRINCIPLE AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF CAVLC DECODING

A. Principle of CAVLC Decoding
In baseline profile of H.264/AVC, the CAVLC and Exp-Golomb codes are used as two entropy decoding method. Exp-Golomb codes are used to decode indication information and other coding parameters, which are with regular construction, while CAVLC is adopted to decode the quantized transform coefficients for residual blocks. Since computation complexity of whole entropy decoding is mainly occupied by the CAVLC decoding, this paper will focus on the CAVLC decoding procedures. In the process of CAVLC decoding, the quantized coefficients are zigzag scanned and then decoded by the five syntax elements. The decoding order and definition of five syntax elements above are described as follows.
Figure1. Decoding order of five syntax elements
Coeff_token: Both the number of nonzero coefficients (Totalcoeff) and number of coefficients that absolute value is equal to one (TrailingOnes). Sign of TrailingOnes (T1s): Use a single sign bit, which 0 is for positive and 1 is for negative, to represent each T1s in reverse zigzag order. Level: The values for each nonzero coefficient except for T1s in reverse zigzag order. Total_zeros: The total number of zero coefficients between the DC and the last nonzero coefficient in zigzag order. Run_before: The numbers of zeros preceding each nonzero coefficient in reverse zigzag order.
B. Complexity Analysis of CAVLC Decoding
During the process of CAVLC decoding, many variable length tables are used to decode codeword. However, there are some difficulties in looking up quickly variable length tables above.
(1) The complexity of code tables storage structure. In H.264/AVC standard, the syntax elements of TotalCoeffs and Tls are stored in the form of 2D-code table. As we all known, for a 2D-code table, it is easy to find the corresponding content by its coordinates, but in turn, it is very difficult to find the corresponding coordinate through the content, because it needs search the whole table. Therefore, decoding the syntax elements of TotalCoeffs and Tls needs to spend a great lot of time and memory access in looking up 2D-code table, matching and judging codeword for CAVLC decoding, which could greatly adds complexity of CAVLC decoding. The decoding process of TotalCoeffs could occupy up to 52% time in the entire process of CAVLC decoding when QP value is 30 [13] .
(2) Selection diversity of code tables. In H.264/AVC standard, a codeword has many corresponding code tables. The selection and judgment of code tables needs to make a large number of calculations, which greatly adds the complexity of CAVLC decoding.
(3) Continuity of code stream. During decoding process of H.264/AVC stream, since input stream is continuous, with no intervening separator in it, this requires CAVLC decoder to make lots of table looking up operations to get different code and do a large number of calculations to accurately judge different codeword from input decoding stream. Because those operations above are greatly time-consuming, they immensely add the complexity of CAVLC decoding.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME
A. Variable Length Tables
As is mentioned above, the process of CAVLC decoding needs to decode five syntax elements. Three in five syntax elements above, Coeff_token, Run_before and Total_zeros, need to look up variable length tables. Through analysis the structure of variable length tables, we can find that Coeff_token has three 2D-variable length tables: 0<=NC<2, 2<=NC<4, 4<=NC<8, while the Run_before and Total_zeros VLDs has one 1D-variable length tables. Table 1 is the Part codeword of 2D-variable length tables for Coeff_token (2≤NC<4). Table 2 is the Part codeword of 1D-variable length tables for TOTAL_ZEROS (TC=6). In this paper, we just need to optimize the lookup algorithm for those variable length tables above. In table 1, the code represents for the input bit-stream of the Coeff_token syntax element (2≤NC<4). The 8-bit Codeword represents the decoded output elements. The front 3 bits of them are for total number of ones (T1) and the other tail 5 bits are for the total number of coefficients (Tc). In Table 2 , the code represents for the input bitstream of the syntax elemen of TOTAL_ZEROS, the codeword stands for single decoded output directly (TC=6). The other elements of Coeff_token, Run_before and Total_zeros have the same code table structure as Table 1 and Table 2 .
B. Relationship between Code Length and Numbers of 0 in Code Prefix
By analyzing the codeword structure in Table 1 and  Table 2 above, we find that there are some corresponding relationships in code length and numbers of 0 in code prefix for Coeff_token and Total_zeros. Table 3 and Table4 are the corresponding relationships respectively. Table 3 and Table 4 are the relationship conditions between the code length and numbers of 0 in code prefix for Coeff_token (2≤NC<4) and Total_zeros (Tc=6). Through the relationships above, we can find a quick way to determine the length of code suffix through making use of the relationships between the code length and numbers of 0 in code prefix, which can save lots of time and memory access of looking up tables and matching, judging and processing code suffix. Table 5 and Table 6 are the relationship between length of code suffix and numbers of 0 in code prefix for 2D-Coeff_token and 1D-Total_zeros based on the relationship between numbers of in code prefix and Code length respectively. In table5 and table6, the numbers of 0 in code prefix of code is obtained by calculating consequent zero from input bit-stream. The length of code suffix can be determined by the relation existing between code length and numbers of 0 in code prefix, such as table3 and table4. Since Code is made up of numbers of 0 in code prefix and code suffix. After determining numbers of 0 in code prefix of code and code suffix, we can determine the code. Based on the basic idea above, we suppose a table look-up algorithm based on program method for CAVLC decoding.
C. Relationship between Length of Code Suffix and Numbers of 0 in Code Prefix
D. Tables Look-up Algorithm based on Program Method
In this paper, based on analysis above, we propose a new table look-up algorithm based on program method for CAVLC decoding. The basic idea of new algorithm is that we takes number of zero in code prefix calculated from input bit-stream as the first progress entry of code judging, the value of code suffix gotten according to the length of code suffix from input bit-stream as the second progress entry of code judging , whose length is determined by the relation existing between numbers of 0 in code prefix and code length, then through the first and second progress execution above, we can quickly get the decoded output. The process of table look-up algorithm based on program method could be shown as Figure 2 . The proposed table look-up algorithm based on program method for CAVLC decoding can be summed up as following some steps.
Step 1: Select variable length tables of Coeff_ token syntax element through the value of NC.
Step 2: Read input decoding bit-stream and calculate numbers of 0 in code prefix as the first progress entry of code judging.
Step 3: get the numbers of code length according to numbers of 0 in code prefix above.
Step 4: determine the length of code suffix according to the relationship existing between code length and numbers of 0 in code prefix. If the code length has two possible values, we will determine the numbers of code length after judging the first value of code suffix again.
Step 5: read the value of code suffix as the second progress entry of code judging
Step 6: find decoded codeword according to through the first and second progress execution of code judging above Now take decoding Coeff_token syntax element for example to illustrate decoding process with our supposed table look-up algorithm. And suppose that NC value is 0≤NC<2, the bit-stream inputted is 0000100011…, Figure 3 is a decoding example process with our supposed algorithm based on program method. Table 7 is pseudo code of tables look-up based on program method. Table 7 . Part pseudo code of tables look-up based on program method From Figure 3 and Table 7 , we can see clearly that our supposed algorithm can use program code to realize code-tables and look up codeword according to the relationship existing in code length and numbers of 0 in code prefix and code suffix and code, it can save a lot of  table memory access and reduce table look-up time and save a large number of table storage spaces in the process of CAVLC decoding. Figure 4 is the decoding process of Coeff_token for an example with our proposed scheme. From Figure 4 , we can clearly see the Coeff_token decoding process with our proposed scheme. The decoding process is as following:
Step 1, select variable length table0 of Coeff_token as table entry because of NC value (0≤NC<2);
Step 2, read input decoding bit-stream and take the numbers of 0 in code prefix (4)calculated from input decoding bit-stream as the first progress entry of code judging;
Step 3, get numbers of code length (1 or 2) according to length of code suffix (4) Step 4, get two possible value (1 or 2) for length of code suffix according to the relationship existing between code length and numbers of 0 in code prefix. After judging the first value of code suffix (0) again, we can get the length of code suffix (2) Step 5, read value of code suffix (00) from decoding bit-stream according to length of code suffix (2) and take it as the second program entry of code judging
Step 6, find the decoded Codeword (0x64) according to through the first and second progress execution of code judging above, transform 0x64 into T1s=3, Tc=5. After decoding the Coeff_token, level, sign of T1s, Total_zeros and Run_before syntax elements are decoded in sequence. As to Total_zeros and Run_before, the decoding steps are the same as the syntax elements of Coeff_token.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method above, we take some experiments. Our designed experiments mainly include four parts: experimental environment, save table memory access, reduce table  look-up time and save table storage space. .
A. Experimental Environment
The simulation Environment was conducted on a Intel 2GHz processor, 1GB memory capacity, Intel Windows XP operating system. Table 8 shows some parameters of test sequences, including the name, resolutions, frame rate and frame number of test sequences in our simulation experience. Some common encoding parameters are shown at Table 9 . [7] , and Kim's [10] , and From Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Figure 7 , we can see that our proposed algorithm has the best table memory access saving in five methods above, reaching 100% memory access saving. Kim's method follows. The reason for it is that, we use program method to instead of all tables looking-up, which can save a lot of table memory access spent in looking up table. In this experience, we also find that TLBS and Moon's method have the worse save result, while TLBS method shows better saving results in the higher QP and Moon's method in the lower QP. The similar conclusion can be found in reference [10] .
C. Reduce Table Look-upTime
In this subsection, we mainly evaluate the performance of table look-up time method with our proposed algorithm, which was compared with TLSS, TLBS, Moon, and Kim algorithms in different sequences with different frames and QP. The results are shown as follows in Table 10 .
From Table 10 , we can clearly find that our proposed algorithm has superior results in five methods above and shows about 45% saving compared to the standard TLSS method. The main reason for reducing table lookup time in CAVLC decoding for H.264/AVC lies that the use of program method. Because our proposed algorithm uses a program method to instead of table look-up in CAVLC decoding, which can reduce the numbers of codetable looking-up and save the time of code searching, matching, judging and process operation. D. Save Table Storage Space As our algorithm uses a program way to realize the table look-up for CAVLC decoding, it can also completely save data codeword storage space for UVLCTs. Table 11 is the consumption condition of storage space for our method compared with TLSS 
